How to come to
Anantara Riverside Bangkok Resort
By Airport Rail Link & Complementary Hotel Shuttle boat
Using the Airport Rail Link service, you will need to get off at Phaya Thai station. From there, few minutes walk to
BTS sky train and get off at Saphan Taksin station. There will be an interchange station at Siam Station. Once
you get to Saphan Taksin Station, you will see the hotel shuttle boat pier, which less than 1 minute walk from
there.
The schedule for hotel shuttle boat is attached.
By Taxi on call at the Airport
Our Airport Representatives are standing by at Airport to assist our customers, though no transportation book
with the hotel. Airport representatives will standby at the arrival hall, holding Anantara Logo signage. They can
help you to get the local taxi. There are various kind of taxi, ranging from 500 to 1,500 thb net.
Instruction to Anantara Bangkok Riversde in Thai language as below.
Thai Langauage : for Local Taxi

โรงแรมอนันตรา กรุ งเทพ ริเวอร์ ไซด์
ที่อยู่: 257/1-3 ถนน เจริญนคร ธนบุรี
(อยู่เส้ นเดียวกับโรงแรมฮิลตัน และ โรงแรมเพนนินซูล่า /
อยู่ตรงข้ ามสถานีตารวจบุคคโล และ สถานีตารวจสาเหร่ )
By Hotel Limousine (advance booking is required)
Limousine costs at Baht 2,300 net per car per way (maximum 2 persons and 2 luggages) or van cost at Baht
3,500 net per van per way (maximum 5 persons and 5 luggages).
Below are details for Airport Rail Link & Complementary Hotel Shuttle boat
Airport Rail Link – City Line;
 This line will take you from Suvarnabhumi Airport to Phayathai Station (stop at various stations)
 Schedule starts form 06:00am and the last train from Airport is at midnight
 Headway is every 20 minutes
 Take about 25 minutes to reach Phayathai Station.
 To get to hotel from Phayathai Station; change to use BTS Sky train heading to Saphan Taksin Station,
from Saphan Taksin you can use our shuttle boat to the hotel our Shuttle Boat is operating at 30 minute
schedule starting from Saphan at 07:00am and last trip is at midnight.
 City Line cost is THB 45/net per person.
Airport Rail Link – Express Line:
 From Suvarnabhumi Airport direct to Makkasan Station
 Schedule starts form 06:00am and the last train from Airport is at midnight
 Headway is every 40 minutes
 Take about 15 minutes to reach Makkasan Station.
 To get to hotel from Makkasan Station; change to City Line to Phayathai Station; change to use BTS Sky
train heading to Saphan Taksin Station, from Saphan Taksin you can use our shuttle boat to the hotel
our Shuttle Boat is operating at 30 minute schedule starting from Saphan at 07:00am and last trip is at
midnight.
 Express Line cost is THB 150/net per person.
The Hotel’s shuttle boat daily running every 30 minutes, first leaves from the Hotel 07:15 hrs. and last at 23:45
hrs. From Saphan Taksin Pier first at 07:15 hrs. and last at 24:00 hrs. Please kindly find a timetable as below.

